GLOBAL LEADERS IN LAW

BRINGING GREAT MINDS TOGETHER
As a selected member of this group, you will have access to a full suite of executive solutions, specifically tailored to the needs of elite GCs, including:

- Global peer network
- Thought leadership events
- Tailored training solutions
- Analytics and decision support tools
- Access to all ALM legal media publications for you and your team*
- Access to ALM’s Legal Compass GC for you and your team*
- Team training and leadership development programs*

*See pricing page for details and limitations on the number of departmental team members permitted.
The Global GC is now well established as a key member of the company’s leadership team, and their focus is on leveraging the resources of a global team to support business growth, whilst driving global strategy.

The global footprint of GLL has made us the most agile of peer networks, with senior members of every leading company in the world available to provide support to each other.

Time and resources remain the most valuable commodities for the Global GC. We recognize that what Global GCs need from GLL is inspiration, up-to-date information, responsive support and access to unique insights and intelligence.

GLL embraces the value offered through all channels including the press, suppliers and competitors. We curate the best solutions currently available for our members. We understand that evaluating the vast amount of information available takes time and resources. As a global community, we can achieve this and share the results with each other.

GLL is a partner that no global GC can be without. We are here to help and support you and your senior leadership team* in all aspects of your career and personal development.
CONNECT WITH YOUR PEERS

At board level, we all acknowledge that the greatest learning comes from our peers. Insights and best practices shared at the senior level provide the richest resource.

GLL brings together an elite group of Global GCs through an interactive forum to provide a continuous high-value strategic and practical dialogue.

As a member of this exclusive group, you will participate in key global thought leadership events, GC Masterclasses and peer networking opportunities to facilitate the exchange of ideas and to provide inspiration for you to take back to your team.

You will also gain access to a curated list of top ALM events, carefully selected to benefit you and your team.
GLL members enjoying Global GC events in Manila, Copenhagen and Oxford
STAY AHEAD OF CHANGES IN THE LEGAL INDUSTRY

As a GLL member, you can gain an insider’s perspective on potential threats to your business.

We arm you with the tools you need to anticipate potential landmines and to learn how others have successfully handled them. We deliver key insights that you can leverage to ensure the legal function is fully understood and valued by your board.

Curated Insights for You and Your Team*. Filter through the clutter with easy access to trends and developments in the legal industry.

Daily newsletter
Summarizing key headlines for GCs from across ALM publications

Weekly newsletter
A guided tour of the most critical updates for the Global GC including news, trends, profiles of peers, recent research and case study insights narrated by our correspondents and analysts

Monthly editorial conference call
An interactive exchange of ideas with editors, analysts and other GLL members to discuss emerging trends and their possible implications
A core benefit of GLL membership includes access, for you and your team,* to the only global network of business publications for the legal industry: the ALM network of legal publications. Members will have access to twenty ALM legal publications.

*See pricing page for details and limitations on the number of departmental team members permitted.
ACCESS THE LATEST ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

Members and their teams* receive access to a suite of dedicated tools and research, specifically tailored to their needs.

**Legal Compass GC**

Gain access to ALM Intelligence reports and analyses through Legal Compass GC.

- Legal Department Benchmarking – evaluate your department’s performance against peers
- Law Firm Analysis – rapidly assess firms to make competitive outside counsel selections
- Lawyer Moves – identify new players and how firms are strengthening or weakening in critical markets
- ALM intelligence Keystone Reports – access AM LAW 100, NLJ 500, A-List, Diversity and Scorecard, with underlying data and analysis
- Compensation Benchmarking – measure compensation against your peers

*See pricing page for details and limitations on the number of departmental team members permitted.
Editorial and analytical coverage of key topics throughout the year

As a member of GLL, you can access current and thought-provoking information through editorial and analytical coverage of key topics.

Some topics to be covered in 2018 are:

- Shareholder activism
- Whistleblowers
- Crisis communication
- Law department diversity
- Cybersecurity and GDPR
- Law department metrics and spend management
- Legal operations
- Innovative technology and ASPs
- GC Up-at-Night Index
- C-suite view of the legal department
AN ACTIVE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS

ALM offers our GLL members year-round virtual collaboration to exchange ideas with and obtain advice and guidance from their peers.

Decision support is managed by GLL, using the combined knowledge of members, to facilitate this highly confidential support brokering.

Through an innovative program exclusively for GLL members, Lessons Learned white papers, the world’s most prominent GCs share their experiences of recently resolved issues.
The Inaugural G500 Global General Counsel Conference at Davos
THE TOOLS YOU NEED TO LEAD

GLL recognizes the importance of the development of your team’s leadership skills.

Your GLL membership will help you to empower and retain the best talent in your global legal team.* Our global leadership skills development is acknowledged as the gold standard for GCs.

**Advanced Leadership Skills Development Program for GCs and High-Performers**
- GLL Mini MBA at Somerville College, Oxford and Harvard Faculty Club, Cambridge, MA
- Regional Mini-MBAs in Brazil, Mexico City, China, India and Australia
- GC Masterclasses and workshops
- The Ultimate Legal Team Program
- Access to over 350 online continuing legal education courses
- Access to leadership webinars

*See pricing page for details and limitations on the number of departmental team members permitted.
350+ online continuing legal education courses

50% discount at the GLL Advanced Development Leadership Skills Mini-MBA programs‡

‡ Oxford 25–29 June 2018 and Harvard Faculty Club September 2018 as well as at Regional Leadership Programs
GLL IS THE HOME OF THOUGHT LEADERSHIP FOR GCs